


As for the future
your task is not to foresee it
but to enable it. 
Antoine de Saint-Exupery



pure 
is the result of inspiration and passion.



When a man dreams alone it is only 
a dream, but when many dream this is 
the beginning of a new reality. 
Friedensreich Hundertwasser







Creativeness allows the exceptional to emerge amongst 
the ordinary, identity to arise from a sea of anonymity, 
and a dream to unfold into reality.
Nicolas Büchler





Designed as a natural haven of peace and greenery PURE will be your ever-best ocean retreat 
your evermost vital source of inspiration,  your oasis to revive from city life.

 
Admire constantly changing horizons from your spacious sheltered terrace, scent that salty fresh air 

feel the gentle sea-breeze on your skin – dip into your private pool. 

After one more memorable sunset, lull yourself to sleep above the gentle surf of the ocean.

calm & elegant





An hour is not merely an hour
it is a vase full of scents and sounds 
and projects and climates. 
Marcel Proust



Consideration for others
is the basis of a good life, 
a good society.
Confucius



Consideration for others
is the basis of a good life, 
a good society.
Confucius



Everything you can imagine is real.
Pablo Picasso



econo & ecolo
Great economies result due to green and oversize balconies, large double-block cavity walls,
 insulated roofs, LED lighting, rain and wastewater recycling, cross-ventilation by sea breeze.

Leading technology and design save on air-con, electricity and water 
significantly lowering your consumption and cost.



I have just three things to teach : 
Simplicity, patience, compassion. 
These three are your greatest treasures. 
Lao Tzu







The more man meditates about good thoughts 
the better will be his world and the world at large. 
Confucius



Design should allow that
intangible essence to materialize,
which alone will confer a
masterpiece its soul.
Nicolas Büchler







Relax with your family and friends – undisturbed. 
Sight protecting canopies, large double-brick cavity walls, thick post-tension concrete floors

converge for absolute serenity.

Rising from the beach, PURE commands stunning views of the Gulf of Thailand, 
the bay of Sattahip, charming islands and a distant Jomtien skyline.

privacy & seaviews



You won’t see rainbows 
if you’re looking at the ground.  
Charlie Chaplin







Wherever you go, go with all your heart.
 Confucius



Good friends, good books –  
this is the ideal life.
Mark Twain







freedom & quality
Life at PURE – is tailor-made !

Swiss design and experience, allows buyers to freely append units,
design their own layout, choose materials and finish.

Imported brand materials and supervision by seasoned experts 
add up to exacting European standards.



Without music,
life would be a mistake.
Friedrich Nietzsche







Everything has its beauty 
but not everyone sees it.  
Confucious



 

He who does not trust enough 
will not be trusted. 
Lao Tzu





pure moments



pure moments



When a vision is being put into practice  
with full commitment, 

when every detail has been carefully
thought of in terms of ecology, 
economy, comfort and quality,

then the word is whispered by owners
to friends – and the biggest asset 
becomes their community.

A big “thank you” to everyone
who has supported PURE and
shares our vision !

Nicolas Büchler

Sukhumvit Road, Soi Najomtien 48 & 50, Najomtien,
Sattahip, Chonburi 20250  I  Tel : +66 (0) 38 2 38 5 38

www.pureNajomtien.com


